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Abstract: Maximizing the thermoelectric figure-of-merit (ZT) is a challenge owing to the conflicting
combination of material properties. We explored simultaneously enhancing the power factor and reducing
the thermal conductivity through filling In in Ba-filled skutterudite (Ba0.3Co4Sb12). Two large ZT values of
1.33 and 1.34 have been achieved for Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83 and Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84 at 850 K, respectively.
The excellent thermoelectric transport properties for BarInsCo4Sb12 are supposed to be due to the orbital
hybridizations induced by In filler. It was found that the In filler made the [Sb4]4- rings become bigger and
squarer because of an electron transition from Sb to In brought out by the orbital hybridization between In
and Sb and that the Ba filler caused the [Sb4]4- rings to get smaller and squarer because of a reverse
electron transition from Ba to Sb induced by a large difference in electronegativities between Ba and Sb.
A model of how to form the rectangular [Sb4]4- ring is presented, and the five chemical states of Sb in
CoSb3 are reasonably assigned to different chemical bonds in the model.

1. Introduction

Thermoelectricity is becoming increasingly important in the
field of cooling, heating, generating power, and recovering waste
heat.1 The high performance of thermoelectric modules directly
depends on the material thermoelectric figure-of-merit ZT )
R2σΤ/κ. In this equation, T is the absolute temperature, σ the
electrical conductivity, R the Seebeck coefficient, and κ the
thermal conductivity (κ ) κE + κL where κE is the electronic
contribution and κL is the lattice contribution). A good ther-
moelectric material should be perfective combination of high
power factor (R2σ) with low thermal conductivity.2 The nano-
structures lowering κ and the distortion of electronic density of
states enhancing R are at present effective approaches to enlarge
ZT.3,4 However, it is in fact very hard to simultaneously increase
R2σ and reduce κ because of the conflicting thermoelectric
material properties,2 though Li et al. reported increasing R2σ
and decreasing κ in nanostructured AgPbmSbTem+2 compounds
by annealing treatment.5

Skutterudites are being intensely pursued in hopes of devel-
oping efficient thermoelectric materials. Extensive reviews of
the physical properties of the skutterudites were given by Nolas
et al.,6 Uher,7 and Sales.8 Binary skutterudites crystallize in a
body-centered cubic structure and have two interstitial voids at

the 2a positions in the crystal lattice. Filling the oversized voids
with foreign atoms such as rare earth elements (La, Ce, Yb,
Eu, Nd, and Sm),9-20 alkaline earth elements (Ba, Sr, and
Ca),21-24 and others (Y, Sn, Tl, Ge, In, and K)25-31 has been
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confirmed to be an effective way to reduce κL. High ZT values
have been reported for both p- and n-type single-filled skut-
terudite materials.9,21-23 Some experimental data show that the
ZT values of double-filled skutterudite compounds such as
CemLanFeCo3Sb12,

32 CamCenFexCo4-xSb12,
33 and BaxRyCo4Sb12

(R ) La, Ce, Sr, and Yb)34,35 were bigger than those of single-
filled ones. Yang et al. predicted the significant reduction in
the κL for multiple-filled skutterudite compounds.34 We had
investigated the high-temperature transport properties of Ba and
In double-filled skutterudites BaxInyCo4Sb12-z with maximum
ZT of 1.19 synthesized with nominal compositions
Ba0.3-kInkCo4Sb12(0 e k e 0.3) and found that the double filling
was indeed more efficient in lowering κL than single-filled
skutterudties.36 The mechanism of the κL decrease induced by
fillers for single- and double-filled skutterudite materials is in
question. It was generally accepted that the κL suppression was
due to the strong phonon resonance scattering because of the
individual rattling of the fillers.9,37 However, the new neutron-
spectroscopy experiments seemed to give an unambiguous
evidence of a quasi-harmonic coupling between the fillers and
the host lattice in filled skutterudites.38 Christensen et al. deemed
that the effect of the rattler in Ba8Ga16Ge30 was to flatten the
phonon bands rather than to provide a strong phonon scattering
mechanism.39 In this paper, we found that filling In in Ba-filled
skutterudite (Ba0.3Co4Sb12) not only remarkably reduced the
thermal conductivity but also significantly enhanced the R2σ
for BarInsCo4Sb12 bulk materials with higher ZTs, up to 1.34,
fabricated with nominal compositions Ba0.3InmCo4Sb12 (0 e m
e 0.3, ∆m ) 0.05), and we further investigated the mechanism
of In-triggered thermoelectric performance enhancement in Ba-
filled skutterudite. The quantitative analysis of experimental data
from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the
correlation between the excellent thermoelectric transport

properties for BarInsCo4Sb12 and the orbital hybridizations
induced by In filler.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Synthesis. The highly pure metals of Ba (99.9%, plate), In
(99.99%, powder), Sb (99.999%, powder), and Co (99.9%, powder)
were used as the starting materials. The mixtures of these starting
materials with nominal compositions Ba0.3InmCo4Sb12 (0 e m e
0.3, ∆m ) 0.05) were loaded into a graphite crucible and then put
into a silica tube. The tube was sealed under vacuum and transferred
into a programmable furnace, which was heated up to 1373 K for
24 h, followed by quenching in oil, and then was annealed at 933
K for 120 h. The annealed products were ground into fine powder
and then sintered into polycrystalline bulk materials by spark plasma
sintering (SPS) (Dr Sinter: SPS-1050) method at 903 K for 7 min
in a graphite die. The heat treatment and SPS parameters were
confirmed to be suitable for fabricating the Ba and In double-filled
skutterudite bulk materials from highly pure metals by our previous
studies.36

2.2. X-ray Diffraction and Electron Microscopy Analysis. The
constituent phases of all resultant samples were determined by
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) by using Cu KR radiation
(PANalytical X’ Pert PRO). The chemical compositions were
quantitatively analyzed by using JXA-8100 electron probe mi-
croanalysis (EPMA). The operation conditions of the accelerating
voltage, specimen current, beam diameter, and counting time were
kept at 25 kV, 20 nA, OFF, and 20 s, respectively. The backscat-
tered-electron images were observed by using JSM-5610LV scan-
ning electron microscopy to evaluate whether the SPS bulk materials
exist the impurity.

2.3. XPS. XPS measurements were performed on VG Multilab
2000 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer by using monochromatic
Al KR line (photo energy 1486.6 eV) and a 180° hemispherical
analyzer in the constant-resolution mode (pass energy 25 eV for
the core-level spectra and 100 eV for wide-scan spectra). The energy
resolution (full width at half-maximum) was 0.47 eV for Cu 2p3/2

core level in the analyzer mode with the pass energy of 25 eV.
The operation conditions of energy step size and spot size were
kept 0.05 eV and OFF, respectively. Samples were polished and
loaded into the ultrahigh vacuum analyzer chamber, then cleaned
by argon-ion sputtering until no traces of contamination (mainly
core lines of carbon and oxygen). The binding energies of Co 2p
and Ba 3d core levels were too close to collect individually their
X-ray photoelectron spectra. Therefore, X-ray photoelectron spectra
of Co 3p core level were recorded to investigate the effect of In
filler on the electron structures of Co in BarInsCo4Sb12.

2.4. Carrier Transport Properties. The Hall coefficient (RH)
and electrical resistivity (F) at room temperature were measured
by the van der Pauw method by using the Hall measurement system
(Accent 5500). The carrier concentration (n) and Hall mobility (µH)
were calculated by using the formula n ) 1/(RHq) and µH ) RH/F,
respectively, where q is the carrier charge. The high-temperature
σ and R were measured with the standard four-probe method
(Sinkuriko: ZEM-1) in Ar atmosphere.

2.5. Thermal Conductivity. κ was calculated by using the
equation κ ) λFCp, where Cp is the specific heat capacity, F is the
bulk density of the material, and λ is the thermal diffusivity
coefficient. λ was measured by a laser-flash technique (Netzsch
LFA 427) in a flowing Ar atmosphere. Cp was measured by using
differential scanning calorimeter. F was obtained by the Archimedes
method. κL was obtained by subtracting the electrical contribution
from κ by using the equation κL ) κ - κE. Here, κE is expressed
by the Wiedemann-Franz κE ) σLT, where L is the Lorenz number.

3. Results

3.1. Structural and Compositional Characterizations. XRD
patterns of BarInsCo4Sb12 bulk materials are shown in Figure
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1. It can be seen that all the samples except Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb12

are composed of single-phase compound with skutterudite
structure. This indicates that the Ba and In double-filled
skutterudite structure is stable thermodynamically. Rietveld
refinement from high-resolution synchrotron data for
InxCo4Sb12

29 confirmed that the In could fill in the Sb-
icosahedron voids and was loosely bound with the adjacent
atoms. Rietveld refinement from XRD data for BaxInyCo4Sb12-z

indicated that the In filler still filled in the Sb-icosahedron voids
although the thermal vibration parameter (Uiso) for In filler was
bigger by an order of magnitude than that for Ba filler.36 Some
weak peaks were observed in the XRD pattern of the sample
for Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb12, which were attributed to the characteristic
diffraction peaks of In-containing impurity phase such as InSb.

The EPMA compositions of Ba and In double-filled skut-
terudite compounds BarInsCo4Sb12 are listed in Table 1. Notice
that the filling fractions of Ba decreased gradually with
increasing the filling fractions of In whereas the total filling
fractions increased, as shown in Figure 2. This indicates that
the In filler occupied the Sb-icosahedron voids more easily than
the Ba filler. The actual filling fractions of Ba and In derived
from EPMA are less than their nominal compositions, which is
consistent with our previous result.36 This is presumably caused
by both the sublimation of Ba and In during melting and the
formation of a Ba-containing impurity phase (BaSb3) and an
In-containing impurity phase (InSb). The actual filling fraction
of In for nominal composition Ba0.3In0.3Co4Sb12 is only 0.23.
This is because the filling fraction limit of In in the skutterudite
structure is about 0.22, as pointed out in refs 29 and 36.

3.2. Charge Transport Properties. The charge transport
properties for BarInsCo4Sb12 bulk materials at room temperature
are listed in Table 1. Hall coefficients of all samples are negative,
exhibiting that Ba and In fillers acted as donor impurity in the
skutterudite structure. RH and µH of Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 sig-
nificantly increased compared to that of Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91, imply-
ing a great prolongation in the relaxation time of carriers τ
according to the formula τ ) m*µH/q, where m* is the effective
mass of the carrier. The reduction in the n of
Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 compared to that of Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 was
due to the lower charge provided by In filler than that provided
by Ba filler. In general, each Ba impurity provided two electrons
for the skutterudite structure, whereas each In impurity pro-
vided one electron, as pointed out in ref 36. RH and µH of

BarInsCo4Sb12 except Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 gradually decreased
as r decreased and s increased. In addition to the enhancement
in m*, another possible reason for the reductions in RH and µH

is the stronger phonon scattering of In filler than that of Ba
filler because of the larger Uiso of In filler.36 The n of
BarInsCo4Sb12 except Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 increased monotoni-
cally as r decreased and s increased. Therefore, the amount of
charge provided by Ba and In fillers in BarInsCo4Sb12 com-
pounds, which is generally considered as a key factor to change
n, should exhibit a similar evolution to that of n as r decreased
and s increased. However, the calculated amount of charges,
based on the filling fractions of Ba and In and the electron
quantities provided by them, in fact decreased first and then
increased as r decreased and s increased. We think that the
reason for this is that there must be some other mechanisms in
the BarInsCo4Sb12 system that result in the gradual increase in
n with decreasing r and increasing s besides the charges provided
by Ba and In filler.

The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity for
BarInsCo4Sb12 is shown in Figure 3a. The gradual reduction in
the σ of BarInsCo4Sb12 with increasing the temperature in the
range of 300-700 K can be explained in terms of the
enhancement in the scattering effect of the carriers and phonons
on crystal lattice. The gradual increase in σ of BarInsCo4Sb12 at
a certain temperature with decreasing r and increasing s must
be due to the augmentation of n because of the reduction of the
µΗ in the formula σ ) neµΗ. Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83 exhibits the
most excellent thermoelectric transport behavior. The anomalous
behavior is possibly related to the presence of a localized state
in the gap. Ahmad et al. suggested that three valence electrons
of In impurity in PbTe had the same electronic configuration,
two electrons occupied a localized state below the valence-band
maximum and one electron occupied a localized state in the
gap, and that the electron in the gap could annihilate minority
carriers and also trap electrons, which could be excited to the
conduction band at high temperatures and lead to enhanced
thermoelectric behavior.40 The biggest σ for Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84

is attributed to the contribution of In-containing impurity phase
such as n-type semiconductor compound InSb with high σ.41

The temperature dependence of Seebeck coefficients for
BarInsCo4Sb12 is displayed in Figure 3b. All samples have
negative Seebeck coefficients, indicating that the majority
carriers are electrons. The absolute values of R for
Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 increased with temperature and then decreased
when the temperature was over 700 K. The change of R implied
a transformation from semimetallic to semiconducting behavior
at 700 K. Because the electron transition from the valence band
to the conduction band would bring out the same amount of
holes when the temperature was over 700 K, the negative effect
of the holes caused the reduction in the absolute values of R.
However, the behavior was weakened by In filler and even
vanished when r e 0.15 and s g 0.16. Comparable to
Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91, the absolute value of R for Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93

remarkably increased whereas σ increased significantly. As a
consequence, the R2σ for Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 is far more than
that for Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91. The absolute values of R for
BarInsCo4Sb12 except for Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 at a certain
temperature decreased with decreasing r and increasing s. The
evolution can be explained in terms of the compromise between
R and n in thermoelectric materials, see eq 1. With the above
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of BarInsCo4Sb12 bulk materials fabricated with
nominal compositions Ba0.3InmCo4Sb12 (0 e m e 0.3, ∆m ) 0.05)
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values of σ and R, R2σ for all samples were calculated, showing
a remarkable enhancement for BarInsCo4Sb12 compared to that
for Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91. For metals or degenerate semiconductors,
R is given by:

3.3. Lattice Thermal Conductivity and Thermoelectric
Figure of Merit. The temperature dependence of thermal
conductivity for BarInsCo4Sb12 is shown in Figure 4a. κ of
BarInsCo4Sb12 was far less than that of Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91. The
sample Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83 showed the lowest κ value of 2.35
W/m K at 675 K. κE was calculated by the Wiedemann-Franz
law as κE ) L0Tσ, where the Lorenz number L0 has a numerical
value of 2.0 × 10-8 V2/K2 estimated by Dyck et al.22 κL was
obtained by subtracting κE from κ. The temperature dependences
of κE and κL for BarInsCo4Sb12 are shown in Figure 4b and c,
respectively. κE at a certain temperature increased with decreas-
ing r and increasing s. The increase in κE as the temperature
rose was attributed to the contribution of the temperature
according to the temperature dependence of σ of BarInsCo4Sb12.
κL for BarInsCo4Sb12 was much lower than that of
Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 and decreased gradually with decreasing r and
increasing s, except for Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83. The lowest κL of
0.74 W/m K at 850 K has been obtained for
Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84.

Figure 4d displays ZTs for BarInsCo4Sb12 between 300 and
850 K on the basis of the measured σ, R, R, and κ. It is worth
noting that the remarkable increase in R2σ and the significant
reduction in κ play a key role in enhancing ZTs for
BarInsCo4Sb12. A promising ZT value of ∼1.0 has been obtained
for four samples of BarInsCo4Sb12 with r e 0.16 and s g 0.12

at 625 K, which is very close to that of Ba0.08Yb0.09Co4Sb12.12
35

and much higher than that of single Ba-filled skutterudites
reported by other authors21,22 and by us.36 The ZT for
BarInsCo4Sb12 increased monotonically with increasing temper-
ature with no hint of reaching a maximum even at 850 K,
demonstrating the beneficial effect of In impurity. The nature
of the doping effect due to In is as follows: (1) the In filler acts
as electron donor and even occupies the Sb-icosahedron voids
more easily than the Ba filler; this is the reason that the total
filling fractions of Ba and In and σ increased, (2) m* increases,
thereby reducing RH and µH, and (3) κL is remarkably reduced.
All of these factors help increase the thermoelectric performance.
The ZT values in our best two samples (Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83

and Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84) are comparable to that of
Ba0.08Yb0.09Co4Sb12.12

35 and reach 1.33 and 1.34 at 850 K,
respectively. The bigger ZT value of Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84 than
that of Ba0.15In0.20Co4Sb11.84 was attributed to the contribution
of In-containing impurity phase InSb to the σ of the sample

Table 1. Compositions and Charge-Transport Properties of Ba and In Double-Filled Skutterudites at Room Temperature

nominal composition EPMA composition Hall coefficient
(10-2 cm3 · C-1)

carrier mobility
(cm2 · V-1 · s-1)

carrier concentration
(1020 cm-3)

electrical conductivity
(105 S · m-1)

Ba0.30Co4Sb12 Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 -3.08 44.12 -2.03 1.312
Ba0.30In0.05Co4Sb12 Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 -3.62 54.81 -1.73 1.434
Ba0.30In0.10Co4Sb12 Ba0.19In0.07Co4Sb11.85 -3.54 54.69 -1.77 1.619
Ba0.30In0.15Co4Sb12 Ba0.16In0.12Co4Sb11.85 -2.90 48.26 -2.15 1.721
Ba0.30In0.20Co4Sb12 Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83 -2.34 42.17 -2.70 1.829
Ba0.30In0.25Co4Sb12 Ba015In0.20Co4Sb11.84 -2.19 36.02 -2.85 1.810
Ba0.30In0.30Co4Sb12 Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84 -1.31 24.90 -4.81 1.944

Figure 2. Filling fractions of Ba and In and total fractions in BarInsCo4Sb12

R )
8π2kB

2

3eh2
m*T( π

3n)2/3
(1)

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of (a) electrical conductivity and (b)
Seebeck coefficient for BarInsCo4Sb12. The inset in panel b shows the
temperature dependence of power factor.
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Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84. Compared to the previously reported data
with ZT values of at least 0.8 at 800 K for the samples with
nominal composition Ba0.3Co4Sb12,

21,22 the lower ZT values of
the samples Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 and Ba0.27Co4Sb11.84

36 were possibly
due to the different processes and the difference in the purity
of the starting materials.

4. Discussion

4.1. Orbital Hybridization of Valence Electrons and
Bonding States in CoSb3. Early work suggested that the
skutterudite structure followed the so-called Oftedal’s relation
(y + z ) 1/2, where y and z are the atomic coordinates of Sb
in CoSb3), which results in squared [Sb4]4- rings. However,
subsequent structural studies revealed that, in the vast majority
of filled and unfilled skutterudites, the [Sb4]4- rings are instead
rectangular with short and long Sb-Sb distances alternating
within the ring.42 The 12 p states of four Sb atoms in the [Sb4]4-

ring hybridized with each other, forming four strongly bound
ppσ bonding states (split into two close pairs by weak ppπ
interactions), four ppσ antibonding states, and two pairs of
weakly bound ppπ bonding/antibonding states formed by the
orbitals perpendicular to the plane of the [Sb4]4- ring.43 The
largest distortion of the [Sb4]4- ring was found in unfilled
skutterudites, with the rings becoming squarer as the filling
fraction increased.44 In Raman scattering for CoSb3, the
compound had a mode near 150 cm-1 and another near 185
cm-1. The higher-energy mode was presumably the stretching
of the shorter Sb-Sb bond, and the lower-energy one was the

stretching of the longer Sb-Sb bond.45 Extended Hückel tight-
binding (EHTB) calculations for skutterudite-type CoP3 and NiP3

indicated that the high-energy region of the valence band was
mainly formed by the nonbonding and the bonding π-type
molecular orbitals of the [P4]4- rings, the bottom of the
conduction band was mainly formed by ring antibonding
molecular orbitals, and the lowest region was due basically to
the σ-bonding orbitals of the [P4]4- rings with large phosphorus
3s contributions.46,47

On the basis of available understandings of structural studies
and EHTB calculations about skutterudite compounds, a model
for describing the orbital hybridizations of Sb and Co and the
bonding states in CoSb3 is proposed to explain how to form
the rectangular [Sb4]4- ring. In the model, 5s and 5px (or 5py or
5pz) orbitals of Sb atom are first hybridized inhomogenously in
sp pattern and become two hydribization ones with different
energies, e.g., 1 - � and �, as shown in Figure 5a. Τhe 1 - �
orbital with lower energy and large s contributions is a s-shape
nonbonding one. The � orbital is similar to the p-shape bonding
one containing a large p contribution. In the rectangular [Sb4]0

ring, as shown in Figure 5b, the � orbital is superposed face to
face with another � one from the most adjacent Sb atom and
forms ��σ Sb-Sb bond, the 5py or 5pz orbital is superposed
face to face with another 5py or 5pz one from the second most
adjacent Sb atom and forms ppσ Sb-Sb bond perpendicular to
the ��σ Sb-Sb bond, and an additional 5pz or 5py orbital is
superposed by side and forms ppπ bond perpendicular to the
rectangular [Sb4]0 ring. The bond length of the ��σ Sb-Sb bond
is shorter than that of the ppσ Sb-Sb one because of the
difference in energies between the � orbital and the 5py or 5pz

orbital. As a consequence, the rectangular [Sb4]0 ring is an
(42) Leithe-Jasper, A.; Schnelle, W.; Rosner, H.; Baenitz, M.; Rabis, A.;

Gippius, A. A.; Morozova, E. N.; Borrmann, H.; Burkhardt, U.;
Ramlau, R.; Schwarz, U.; Mydosh, J. A.; Grin, Y.; Ksenofontov, V.;
Reiman, S. Phys. ReV. B 2004, 70, 214418.

(43) Singh, D. J.; Mazin, I. I. Phys. ReV. B 1997, 56, R1650.
(44) Chakoumakos, B. C.; Sales, B. C. J. Alloys Compd. 2006, 407, 87–

93.

(45) Nolas, G. S.; Slack, G. A.; Caillat, T.; Meisner, G. P. J. Appl. Phys.
1996, 79, 2622.

(46) Jung, D.; Whangbo, M.-H.; Alvarez, S. Inorg. Chem. 1990, 29, 2252–
2255.

(47) Llunell, M.; Alemany, P.; Alvarez, S.; Zhukov, V. P.; Vernes, A. Phys.
ReV. B 1996, 53, 10605–10609.

Figure 4. Temperature dependences of (a) thermal conductivity, (b) electronic thermal conductivity, (c) lattice thermal conductivity, and (d) ZT values from
300 to 850 K for BarInsCo4Sb12.
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unsaturated electron structure, because each Sb atom in the ring
is a seven-electron configuration. Thus, it can be transformed
spontaneously into the [Sb4]4- ring with saturated electron
structure as shown in Figure 5c by absorbing four electrons.
For the unfilled skutterudite CoSb3, four foreign electrons come
from eight Co atoms, which are provided by sharing the vertices
of [CoSb6] octahedra as shown in Figure 6d. The six electrons
in 3d orbitals for Co3+ ion are first merged and appear in pairs
in 3dxy, 3dyz, and 3dzx orbitals. The 3dz2, 3dx2-y2, 4s, 4px, 4py,
and 4pz orbitals for Co3+ ion are hybridized in the d2sp3 pattern
and become six hybridization orbitals with no electrons dis-
tributed in regular octahedron as shown in Figure 6a,b. A
[CoSb6] octahedron, as shown in Figure 6c,d, is formed in a
Sb-Co coordination bond between the hybridization orbital of
Co3+ ion and the 1 - � one of Sb, and the sharing electron pair
for the coordination bond is provided by the latter.

4.2. Implications of Photoemission Spectra of Skutteru-
dites for Structural Evolution and Thermoelectric Transport
Properties from CoSb3 to BarInsCo4Sb12. Figure 7a shows the
photoemission spectra of Sb 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 core levels for CoSb3

and BarInsCo4Sb12, and Figure 7b-d shows the deconvolution
spectra of photoemission spectra of Sb 3d5/2 core level for CoSb3,
Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91, and Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84, respectively. Figure
8a shows the photoemission spectra of Co 2p and Ba 3d core
levels and, and Figure 8b shows the Co 3p core level for
BarInsCo4Sb12. It can be seen that the photoemission spectra of
Sb 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 core levels for all the investigated skutterudites
are composed of double peaks, which is in good agreement with
the result reported by Tang et al.33 but obviously contradictory
to the phenomenon reported by H. Anno et al.48 The discrepancy
may originate from the difference in the energy resolutions,
because an apparatus with higher energy resolution was

employed by us and Tang et al. The quantitative results of the
photoemission spectra of the Sb 3d5/2 core level for
BarInsCo4Sb12 obtained by Gaussian-Lorentzian deconvolution
analysis were listed in Table 2. The five deconvolution peaks
527.78, 528.95, 529.90, 530.60, and 531.30 eV of the photo-
emission spectra of Sb 3d5/2 core level in CoSb3 are close to
the reported values (527.4 ( 0.2, 529.0 ( 0.2, 530.10 ( 0.2,
531.20 ( 0.2, and 532.30 ( 0.2 eV) in CamCenFexCo4-xSb12,

33

showing that the Sb in CoSb3 has five chemical states. However,
the assignments for the five chemical states must be different
from the explanation given by Tang et al.33 Because all the Sb-
icosahedron voids in CoSb3 were not filled by any atom, the
percentages of the five deconvolution peaks thus have no relation
with the filling fraction. According to the bonding states in
CoSb3 described above, the five chemical states of Sb in CoSb3

can be inferred as follows. (1) The chemical state about 527.78
eV with a content of 43.0% is assigned to the short ��σ Sb-Sb
bonds. The lowest binding energy is due to the highest density
of electron cloud for the short ��σ bonds. (2) The chemical
states about 529.90 eV with a content of 30.2% and about 530.60
eV with a content of 14.9% are attributed to the long ppσ Sb-Sb
bonds. The total content of 45.1% for both chemical states is
very close to 43%, because the amounts of short ��σ and long
ppσ Sb-Sb bonds are in fact equal in CoSb3. The higher binding
energies for long ppσ Sb-Sb bonds are relative to the lower
density of electron cloud compared to the short ��σ Sb-Sb
bonds. (3) The chemical state about 528.95 eV with a content
of 8.9% is attributed to the Co-Sb coordination bonds. The
small chemical shift can be explained in terms of the screening
effect that is probably due to the hybridization of Co 3d orbitals
with Sb 5p orbitals and/or strong σ-type Sb-Sb bonds in the
[Sb4]4- rings. (4) The chemical state about 531.30 eV with a
content of 3.0% is assigned to the ppπ bonds perpendicular to
the rectangular [Sb4]4- ring. The highest binding energy is due
to the lowest density of electron cloud for the bonds.

Compared to CoSb3, three chemical states of Sb in
Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 about 527.55, 528.75, and 529.65 eV, attributed
to short ��σ Sb-Sb bond, Co-Sb covalent bond, and long ppσ
Sb-Sb bond, respectively, shifted to lower binding energies
(about -0.2 eV). The chemical shifts can be explained in terms
of the differences in electronegativities between constituent
atoms (Ba ) 0.89, In ) 1.78, Co ) 1.88, and Sb ) 2.05).
Namely, Ba filler in the Sb-icosahedron voids could bring out
electron transition from Ba to Sb and result in a small
enhancement in the densities of electron cloud of the chemical
bonds in [Sb4]4- ring. In addition, the Ba filler still caused
significant increase in the content of short ��σ Sb-Sb bond
and remarkable reduction for long ppσ Sb-Sb bond. The
phenomenon suggested that the rectangular [Sb4]4- ring became
smaller and squarer when the Sb-icosahedron void was filled
by a Ba atom, in accord with structural studies.44 The photo-
emission spectrum of Co 3p core level for Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 is
almost the same as that for CoSb3, indicating that the Ba filler
has no effect on the chemical state of Co. However, the
photoemission spectra of Co 3p core level for BarInsCo4Sb12

gradually shifted to higher binding energies (maximum up to
0.75 eV) as the filling fraction of In increased. The data of Sb
3d5/2 core level for BarInsCo4Sb12 listed in Table 2 show that
the In filler not only caused significant reduction in the content
of short ��σ Sb-Sb bond and remarkable increase of long ppσ
Sb-Sb bond but also brought out a chemical shift for two

(48) Anno, H.; Matsubara, K.; Caillat, T.; Fleurial, J.-P. Phys. ReV. B 2000,
62, 10737.

Figure 5. (a) Orbital hybridization for valence electrons of Sb and (b)
bond of the rectangular Sb4 ring in unfilled skutterudite CoSb3.

Figure 6. (a) Orbital hybridization for valence electrons of Co3+ and (b)
bond of octahedron [CoSb6] in unfilled skutterudite CoSb3.
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chemical states of Sb about 530.20 and 530.90 eV to higher
binding energies compared to that for Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91. At the
same time, there is an additional peak around 529.7 eV in
BarInsCo4Sb12. These phenomena show that the rectangular
[Sb4]4- ring became bigger and squarer and the density of
electron cloud for long ppσ Sb-Sb bond decreased when the
Sb-icosahedron voids were filled by In. Therefore, it can be

concluded that In filler in BarInsCo4Sb12 compounds brought
out electron transition from Sb and/or Co to In. The reverse
electron transition is attributed to the orbital hybridizations
between 5p orbitals of In and 5s and/or 5p orbitals of Sb and/
or 3d orbitals of Co. In general, Ba filler is divalent, and In
filler is univalent in skutterudite compounds. Thus, the outer-
layer electron configurations for Ba2+ and In+ are 5s24d105p6

and 5s24d105p0, respectively. It means that In+ may provide three
5p orbitals without electron for the orbital hybridization with
5s and/or 5p orbitals of Sb and/or 3d orbitals of Co and result
in electron transition from Sb and/or Co to In, whereas Ba2+

cannot hybridize with Sb and/or Co because of no empty orbital
for Ba2+. As a consequence, the In filler results in the chemical
shifts of Sb and Co in BarInsCo4Sb12 to higher binding energies.

The conflicting effects of Ba and In fillers on the rectangular
[Sb4]4- ring are supposed to originate from the different electron
transitions induced by Ba and In fillers. The charges from Sb
to In are mainly from the 1 - � orbital of Sb when the Sb-
icosahedron voids are filled by In. As a result, the sp inhomog-
enous hydribization of Sb is weakened, and the rectangular
[Sb4]4- ring becomes bigger because of the increase in the
content of long ppσ Sb-Sb bonds in the ring. On the other
hand, the charges from Ba to Sb preferentially enter into the 1
- � orbital of Sb when the Sb-icosahedron voids are filled by
Ba. Accordingly, the sp inhomogenous hydribization of Sb is
strengthened, and the rectangular [Sb4]4- ring becomes smaller
because of the increase in the content of short ��σ Sb-Sb bonds
in the ring. It can be easily understood that the lattice of
BarInsCo4Sb12 became much more disordered because of the
simultaneous expansion and shrinkage of the rectangular [Sb4]4-

ring induced by In and Ba fillers, respectively, which may
strengthen the scattering effects of carriers and phonons and
efficiently reduce κ.

On the other hand, all charge-transport properties of
BarInsCo4Sb12 with decreasing r and increasing s mentioned
above can be explained in terms of the electron transition from

Figure 7. (a) Photoemission spectra of Sb 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 core levels for BarInsCo4Sb12 and (b-d) deconvolution spectra of Sb 3d5/2 core level for CoSb3,
Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84, and Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84, respectively.

Figure 8. Photoemission spectra of (a) Co 2p and Ba 3d core levels and
(b) Co 3p core level for CoSb3 and BarInsCo4Sb12.
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Sb and Co to In due to the orbital hybridizations among In, Sb,
and Co induced by In fillers. Because the electron transition
from Sb to In would bring out the same amount of holes for Sb
atom, the electrons from Ba to Sb were not only annihilated by
the holes but also accelerated to move because of the negative
effect of the holes, consequently resulting in the increase in RH

and µH of Ba0.21In0.04Co4Sb11.93 as well as the reduction in n
compared to Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91. However, the electrons from Ba
to Sb would be fewer and fewer, and the holes being brought
out by the electron transition from Sb to In would be more and
more as r decreased and s increased in BarInsCo4Sb12 system.
Thus, the redundant holes would prevent the electrons in
BarInsCo4Sb12 system from moving when the holes were more
than the electrons from Ba to Sb. As a result, RH and µH for
BarInsCo4Sb12 gradually reduced, whereas n increased with
decreasing r and increasing s. Therefore, we can draw the
conclusion that the enhanced R2σ and the great reduction in κ

for BarInsCo4Sb12 are mainly due to the orbital hybridizations
induced by In filler among In, Sb, and Co.

5. Conclusion

Ba and In double-filled skutterudite compounds BarInsCo4Sb12

have been fabricated by melting, quenching, annealing, and SPS
methods. The EPMA data reveal that the In filler occupied the
Sb-icosahedron voids more easily than the Ba filler. The
electrical-transport properties and thermal conductivity were
carefully examined in the temperature range of 300-850 K. It
was confirmed that the thermal conductivities for BarInsCo4Sb12

compounds were more remarkably reduced compared to those
for Ba or In single-filled skutterudite. More interestingly, we
found that filling In in Ba-filled skutterudite (Ba0.3Co4Sb12)
simultaneously enhanced the R2σ for BarInsCo4Sb12 notably. As
a result, large ZT values of 1.33 and 1.34 have been obtained
for Ba0.15In0.16Co4Sb11.83 and Ba0.14In0.23Co4Sb11.84 at 850 K. A
model of how to form the rectangular [Sb4]4- rings in CoSb3 is
proposed, and the five chemical states of Sb for CoSb3 are
reasonably assigned to different chemical bonds in the model.
The quantitative analysis of photoemission spectra for
BarInsCo4Sb12 indicate that the In filler brought out electron
transition from Sb and/or Co to In and made the [Sb4]4- rings
become bigger and squarer because of the orbital hybridization
between In and Sb and that the Ba filler caused reverse electron
transition from Ba to Sb as well as the [Sb4]4- rings getting
smaller and squarer because of a large difference of electrone-
gativities between Ba and Sb. Such orbital hybridizations
induced by In filler are considered to result in the significantly
enhanced power factors and the great reduction of thermal
conductivity of BarInsCo4Sb12.
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Table 2. Quantitative Analysis Results of Photoemission Spectra of the Sb 3d5/2 Core Level and Their Chemical States for BarInsCo4Sb12.

CoSb3 Ba0.25Co4Sb11.91 Ba0.19In0.07CoSb11.85 Ba0.15In0.16CoSb11.83 Ba0.14In0.23CoSb11.84

peak center
(eV)

percent
(atom %)

center
(eV)

percent
(atom %)

center
(eV)

percent
(atom %)

center
(eV)

percent
(atom %)

center
(eV)

percent
(atom %)

chemical state

Sb 3d5/2 527.78 43.0 527.55 50.7 527.79 41.5 528.28 41.7 527.80 15.6 short ��σ Sb-Sb bond
Sb 3d5/2 528.95 8.9 528.75 10.0 529.00 10.5 529.05 3.6 528.55 3.6 Co-Sb covalent bond
Sb 3d5/2 529.70 8.5 529.61 14.6 long ppσ Sb-Sb bond
Sb 3d5/2 529.90 30.2 529.65 28.0 529.99 30.7 530.45 27.8 530.20 34.1 long ppσ Sb-Sb bond
Sb 3d5/2 530.60 14.9 530.6 9.1 530.80 15.2 531.15 15.2 530.90 23.4 long ppσ Sb-Sb bond
Sb 3d5/2 531.30 3.0 532.1 2.2 532.00 2.0 531.82 3.2 531.81 8.7 ppπ bond
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